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Background 

A brief history 
For most of my career I have been involved in ‘emerging’ new technologies.  In the 80’s I worked on new operating 

systems, local areas networks, computer integrated manufacturing systems, artificial intelligence, and even holography.  In 

the 90’s I was heavily involved as the internet revolution unfolded.  Sometimes as a consultant and sometimes as a product 

inventor (I have a patent in portal technology), I helped companies think about, plan for, and implement new uses of 
computer technology using the internet.  In the 90’s I spent most of my time driving the evolution of ‘utility’ computing, 

that is, the standardization, simplification, and consolidation of infrastructure upon which large enterprises ran their 

businesses and enabled their products and services. 

 

Throughout this career a few aspects were consistent.  I tend to be involved in futures by envisioning what could be, and 

leading (sometimes evangelizing, sometimes down and dirty implementing) it to fruition.  I also tend to look systemically at 

problems and seek a holistic approach to solving it.  Very definitely not a ‘one off’ solution type. In fact I loathe solutions 

that are cobbled together, poorly designed, and only work in specific circumstance.  I always tend to seek the abstraction of 

the problem and design a generalized solution that can be reused for similar types of challenges.  That is pretty evident 

when you list the product types I have worked on, all of which are generalized technologies applicable to broad classes of 

problems: computer operating systems, object oriented programming, internet networking protocols, business process 

reengineering, collaboration software, portal technology, utility computing, service oriented architecture, mechanical 
engineering visualization, in-vehicle computing, biotechnology DNA sequencing. 

 

Besides this consistent involvement in ‘emergent’ subjects, providing a ‘vision’ for their use, and developing ‘systemic’ 

means of implementation, one other focus I have had has been on ‘enterprise class problems’, meaning 1) focused on large 

business and 2) focused on large problems within that domain.  While I have had a very close involvement with human 

collaboration systems, I have not, as a characteristic, been too involved in the ‘social computing’ revolution. 

 

In 3Q09, I was given the opportunity to sit and think about the future.  As is my habit, and especially given the great deal of 

time on my hands, I thought very expansively.  Here were a few initial thoughts: 

 

- What’s Changed: The ‘enterprise’ is no longer the primary source of economic and innovative evolution. The 
capacity for innovative action has (over the last many decades) be moving to smaller and smaller groups. The 

power of any one person is increasing, so you see 'smaller' or 'ad hoc' organizations having significantly broader 

capacities for impact. Social networks and small, entrepreneurial sources are driving more innovation, and 

incremental material use.  If you consider hundreds of years ago, exploration was done by states, now we see 

space exploration advanced being led by small, private sector groups. While large enterprises still drive  new 

‘stuff’, is simply feels like more of the same, as opposed to the innovative and completely new uses of technology 

that smaller companies, new industries, and social networks are driving.  

- What’s the Same: Complexity remains the single biggest challenge to effective (efficient, high quality, reliable) 

technology application.  While the enterprise and its traditional problems are declining in stature and influence, the 

notion of ‘enterprise class problems’ as the big, hairy, systemic challenges that separate the small potatoes from 

the big winners is still true.  Joe Blow the iPhone app coder may make a million bucks selling a flashlight app and 

that is all well and good for him, but he hardly solved anything hard.  There is still room for, in fact there is still 
need for, and one can argue that there is still only big money in, providing solutions to big problems. 

- What’s Matured: Now in basic technological terms there is not a lot new but a lot has matured to the point of 

providing significantly new capability.  Generally they are computer technology for service oriented architecture, 

virtualization, and network speed.  These aspects, under accelerated improvement for the last 5 years, have 

matured now to the point of being able to provide 1) very robust computing infrastructure 2) accessible from/to 

anywhere on the globe and linking 3) an infinite variety of small computing functions/applications that are 

interoperable.  The globe is now our computer and able to provide near instant access to a practically infinite range 

of function in infinite combinations. 

- What’s Gathering: Size and Access: There are two huge influences that provide a fundamentally new aspect to 

life, and the use of technology as we know it.  The first is simple miniaturization.  This is most prevalent in cell 

phones but has limitless future potential through super chip integration and nanotechnology.  As an example, we 
are at the point where a cell phone will be able to project a real time, life size image of anyone you wish to speak 

with. Sensors can be embedded anywhere in or on your body with less discomfort or notice than a tattoo (a trend 

btw that seems to be increasing).   Another example of size effects is biotechnology.  This industry, which has had 

10 years to gain its footing, is now becoming real, and combined with the maturing IT capability noted above, and 
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the super-miniaturization described previously, is promising a wide variety of new opportunities.  The second is 

(of course) Access.  Stupendous access.  Not just more broadly to more people, but faster to those who have it.  

This makes science more accessible to a broader reach of scientists, new capabilities accessible to a wider 

consumer audience, and social networking as an ‘always on’ fundamental a reality. 
 

In summary, innovative technology has shifted from enabling business to enabling consumers. Some of the prior lessons 

learned in the enterprise space can apply well…and others need new paradigms of thought. 

Framework 
 

As these trends evolve, they reach thresholds that suddenly make new opportunities feasible.  One example is Apple 
and the iPhone as an Apps platform.  Not only has Apple created a new OS, HW, and App store environment, but they 

did so in a way that enables computing in a total different way.  85,000 apps (as of this writing) that are instantly 

downloadable and predominantly focused on the human condition.  Not a new spreadsheet or word processor (how 

80’s!) or a new online banking app (how 90’s!), or new password keeper (how 200x!), but applications focused on a 

single user and their condition (health, education, location, music, games, etc.).  Consider these five aspects: 

 

 The Supply View 

 The Demand View 

 The Technology View 

 The Methods View 

 The Scenarios view 
 

The iPhone Supply View Demand View 
Factors that drove 

Emergence 
Future? 

Technology View 
with significantly 

improved (function, 

cost, size, speed, etc.) 

The iPhone was based on 

technology 

cost/capability that made 

a fully functional 

computer in a phone a 

possibility. 

Change the nature of demand 

towards the value of ‘design’, 

‘touchscreen’ as key attribute, 

and expectations of high 

speed connectivity 

 Evolution: 

Microelectronics 

cost/footprint of 

CPU/Storage/Display 

 Innovation: Touchscreen 

innovation 

 Leverage/simplification: 

of Mac OS X 

Continue riding the cost curve 

down to relentlessly drive 

upgrades and greater 

capability and more ‘virtually 

real’ experience (in 

collaboration, gaming, 

applications, etc.) 

Methods View 
of Production and 

Distribution that 

dramatically alter mass 

availability 

The iStore and easy 

downloading of 

applications for $99.  

This changed the type, 

cost, and ease of adding 

functionality 

Enhanced ‘community’ based 

buying habits (all apps have 

ratings), expectation of 

seamless synchronization 

across multiple devices, the 

internet, and even upgrades 

 Integration of online 

‘store’ metaphor 

 Reliable synchronization 

and easy integration of 

apps with internet 

backends 

 Developer toolkits  based 

on Mac OS X 

 Low cost apps+approval 

controls+ratings= 

increased assurance of 

value of new function 

Leverage gaming 

production/distribution 

methods to increase person to 

person value (ex: live p2p 

videoconferencing) 

Scenarios View 
of Consideration 

-Fully extensible 

personal integrated 

device (Music, Phone, 

Personal Computer, 

Gaming Device, Web 

Access, GPS, etc….) 

Apple combined a HW 

platform (mac OX plus 

cell phone like 

technology), with the 

iTunes ‘store’ to enable 

constantly extensible 

capability. 

  

Changed the expectations of 

the user to an ‘all in one’ 

personal device with media, 

connectivity, and application 

function ….where content 

(music, video) and 

connectivity(phone/im/etc.) 

are externally supplied via 

‘fastest possible’ 

connectivity. 

Compare what iPhone has 

done to what Microsoft did 

not.  MS allowing multiple 

HW phone platforms made 

usability inconsistent, they 

did not leverage the 

Windows platform, did not 

provide a Store metaphor, 

did not provide high speed 

network access. 

iPhone continues to expand as 

common platform for past and 

future uses like gaming device 

and as person to person video 

conferencing communicator.  

This broad applicability, high 

emphasis on design and ease 

of use, and expanding 

community of developers and 

users will continue its success. 
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Evolutionary Trends 
Before we utilize the framework we can describe some evolutionary trends that are occurring.  The iPhone example is just 

one that illustrates some general shifts in focus of emerging opportunities.  The chart below list some sifts that are 

occurring. 

 

Visioneering
Partners
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F
O

C
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A shift is occurring from the enterprise and its consolidation into bigger 
elements, to the consumer and the explosion of technology choice

Old Focus Emerging Focus

Importance of large enterprises, their 
problems, and their opportunity

Growing importance of consumers for core and 
cross-sell of products/services  

Simplification/Consolidation of IT back 
office services (compute/storage)

Expanding options for new IT (small devices, small 
apps, social interaction, bitotech)

Integration is a key challenge and constant 
barrier to function and speed of delivery

Sufficient integration methods to do ‘anything’, 
easily

Size matters (Mainframe >> PC, SUV >> 
Motorcycle)

Extremes win (cloud data centers, iphones, and 
sensors)

Trust in large, single, complex 
brands/applications/methods (Banks, ERP, 
Security)

Mashup based solutions become the norm and 
increasingly  varied, specialized, and mature

Support via cheapest, off-shored, 
automated means, cost is everything

Support has value by enriching, intelligence, 
personalized, predictive

Big applications sell for big Dollars, 
consolidation occurs (ex: ERP)

Platforms proliferate because of application 
integration independence and mashupability

Security by ‘Castle and Moat’, keep 
unauthorized out

Granular security amongst collaborating, even if 
distrusting, function

 
 

While these shifts are very significant, it is interesting to ask what if any aspects seem similar to previous shifts.  The model 

below, originally used circa 1996, still seems valid in understanding the evolutionary shifts of today. 
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The Business Transformation using the Internet1 model has shifted to a 
Consumer Transformation using iTechnology model2

Telling

Selling

Linking

Thinking

Business Transformation using the Internet

(1)Copyright 1996 by Mike Richards . (2) this same model applies to Consumers and iTechnology (use of  internet plus personal information appliances)

Value

Function + Integration + Reach 

Telling

Selling

Linking

Thinking

Consumer Transformation using iTechnology

Value

This model predicted how business 
would evolve its Internet capabilities 

from Telling(static websites) to 
Selling(ecommerce) to Linking (supply 
chains and online banking), to Thinking 
(financial analysis, data analytics).  Note 

that evolution occurred primarily by 
consolidating function and extending the 

reach of this existing capability

The same model holds for the Consumer 
evolution thru Telling (Blogs, Youtube), 

Selling (ebay, Craigslist), Linking (cell 
phones and Social networking like 

Facebook and Twitter), and Thinking 
(games, preference prediction). Note 

that evolution occurred very differently, 
by function explosion, use of new 

personal devices (iPhone/SmartPhones), 
and extending human experience (VR 

games, cheap video)  
Function + Connection + Reach 
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Supply Trends 
 

There are several types of technology tipping points.  One is pure technology improvement, such as Moore's law.  The 

second is driven by the confluence/combination of two or more technologies that makes a new/innovative solution feasible. 

 The third is dramatic change in the nature of the methods of production.  

 

Some of the considerations would be 1) What technologies are evolving so as to present significantly mature/ready 

capability over next 1-3 yrs, 2) What new factors are arising to which technology can apply, influence, or be influenced? 3) 

Regardless of  the outcomes of #1 and #2, are there any new methods that are becoming prevalent that better enable 

leveraging new opportunities that arise? 
 

Technology: 
 

 Pure Technology price/performance/availability makes new capabilities extremely viable 

o Communications: Ubiquitous, extremely cheaper and getting cheaper 

o Lighting: LEDs represent fundamental change in cost, usage, energy, heat 

o Biotechnology: Accelerating cost reduction of DNA sequencing (impacts human health care, agricultural 

plant sciences, and other industries) 

 Consumerization to a demanding and tech-literate audience drives 

o Video: low cost capture devices (phones) and free distribution (youtube, P2P, etc.) 

o Gaming is becoming Virtual Reality (Wii, etc.) 

o Social networking (personal brand, interests, crowdsourcing, etc.) 

o Cell phones as primary app/life platform 

 IT maturity 

o Maturing:  Traditional/legacy duties (apps and ops) 

o Cloud: maturing of off-premise hosting and software-as-a service 

o SOA: Realization of easy integration across ultra wide varieties of devices, information types, sources 

Methods:  

 Traditional IT competencies are insufficient to address emerging opportunities. While ‘keeping the lights on’ still 

requires heavy iron, operational discipline, project management, software development, business analysts, etc, 

these skills are being more easily replaced by outsourced providers and do not provide a competitive advantage to 

the  challenge of addressing new/emerging opportunities.  

 Cloud computing becomes highly used and makes ‘infrastructure’ a non-strategic aspect of IT future.  Still 

mission critical but no longer a differentiator nor difficult to obtain. 

 Most new/innovative solutions are being done outside traditional IT domains/organizations.  Sometimes by small 

startups, sometimes by corporate skunkworks, sometimes by military, sometimes by criminal elements. 

Resulting trends of this Shift (emergence) in Supply capabilities 

 Connect anything to anything 

o Web services are prolific 
o High Speed networks and associated uses (VOIP, Vide Conferencing) become commonplace 

o Platforms and software capabilities make new software innovations easy, fast to market, and continually 

growing in sophistication 

 Infrastructure becomes non-strategic (mission critical, but not valued add) 

o Business rules and process enablers become more widely used…by traditional, repeatable business 

scenarios (further ‘assembly line’ automation of non varying business activities) 

o Cloud computing and Software as a Service make infrastructure non-strategic and easily acquired, and 

launching a new software capability trivial (from a operations standpoint) 

 ‘Small and Soft’ becomes more of a driver of innovation over ‘Large and Hard’:  

o LEDs, RFID, sensors, micropayments, web services become more important than ERP, Data 

Warehouses, etc. which are still needed but not a competitive advantage 
o ‘Soft’ products continue surge”: Liquid paper, YouTube Videos, Gaming, Applets 
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 People value ‘trusted’ intelligence 

o Collective Intelligence is as valuable (and more trusted?) as proprietary analytics…but prediction and 

advice continues to grow 

 

Demand Trends 

Technology: 
 

 Tech Literacy: Audiences are much more tech savvy  

 Personalization of Media: Growing desire to be treated specially (see Sociological Clumping below) (FOX News 

appeal to conservatives, newspapers giving way to Blogs, etc.) 

 Geo-Political: Environment: Rising interest in Emissions and Recycling 

 Energy: more sources, shift from centralized with distribution to localized power sourcing  

 Corporate Influence Changes significantly : New Players:  Apple, Google, Amazon, Walmart, FOXnews  >> 

influential than Exxon, GE, GM, Ford, ATT, BoA, and IBM 

 Branding continues along 3 categories: Classic, Innovative, Syndicated/Integrated 

o Classic products: Sells stability, quality, worth , Retro, old school, unchanging (Quaker oats, Sam Adams 

Beer, LL Bean)  
o Innovative: Sell Innovation, Leadership, Desire, Constant search for new improvements, refresh (New 

Ford Taurus (‘most innovative car’) 

o Syndicated/Integrated: Sell Excitement, Popularity, Promise. Marketing a Community, 

Building/leveraging Partnerships (Facebook, etc.) 

Methods:  

 Speed of Adoption - Innovations occurring faster, from more sources. Realization to Production occurring faster . 

Extensions to base more rapid (iphone: 1M shipped < 6 months (fact check), More than 1B apps downloaded in 2 

yrs  

 Sociological Clumping - Those who think alike tend to clump together: Conservative vs Liberal, Urban vs Rural, 

Young vs Old, Religious groups to their own.  People seek/acquire more things that reflect their own views. 

 

Industry Impact: 

 Automotive industry will become faster cycles times, greater emphasis on 1) design, 2) greater use of high 

technology to optimize performance (speed, mileage), and 3) greater customization/personalization to user needs.  

As this evolution occurs the relationship between the manufacturer and the consumer will be move from today’s 

primarily ‘transactional’ mode towards more of the consistent relationship model exhibited by On-Star or 
Sirius/XM radio.  Note: this evolution was described and predicted in a Visioneering Partners concept called 

Wired Branding in the late 1990’s.  There is room especially for single company cross-brand value (for example so 

that a customer who has a Ford as one car, has more value in buying a Lincoln as their second car, than in buyig a 

Toyota) 

 Finance industry will continue to consolidate backends, grow new finance instruments for large scale value, and 

provide personalized greater wealth mgt services.  This last aspect will require an increasing sophistication (i.e. 

automated prediction) and relationship (trust) than is provided today.  No one does  a good job today although 

different companies provide strong capabilities in certain areas, such as Fidelity in automating financial research 

and providing it in an easy to use form. 

 Insurance industry will continue to disintermediate the broker (like Progressive) but there is room for, like Finance 

industry, greater capability and synergy between automated/predictive function and high relationship with an 
personal advisor. 

 Biotech industry is still in it’s infancy as will see explosion in 1) compute intensive DNA sequencing that lowers 

costs to effectively zero, 2) bioinformatics companies that innovate and mature the analysis and value extraction of 

this sequencing knowledge, and 3) adjacent services that provide added value or specialize in transferring the 

knowledge gained to a particular audience (e.g. agri services for plat biotech and human performance services for 

health biotech) 

http://web.me.com/mlrvpl/Site/Ideas/Entries/2007/12/2_Wired_Branding.html
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Resulting trends of this Shift (emergence) in Demand expectations 

 Millenials + iPhone + WII generation = Raising expectations of very innovative, integrated, yet 

modular/extensible solutions 

 Social networks as a paradigm continues to influence (positively in that it drives innovation and collaboration, but 

negatively in that is drives increasingly isolation and separation of viewpoints) 

 Virtual stuff continues rise in value to consumer (virtual communities, advisors, games…) 

 Predictive and advisory solutions become smarter and rise in value perception to a population increasingly 

overwhelmed, even while fascinated, with greater choice 

 

Summary 

Trends Summary 

Tr
Visioneering

Partners

T
R

EN
D

S

Acceleration of Technology Pace

• Innovations occurring faster, from more sources

• Extensions to base more rapid ( iPhone, 1M shipped < 6 months 
(fact check), More than 1B apps downloaded in 2 yrs (fact check))

• Cloud computing and Network Bandwidth

• Social Applications and easy integration ( mashups )

• Video everywhere, Gaming ->VR

• SW driven innovation (microscope by cell phone)

• Super smart phones (the new platform), LEDs

• Biotech, cheap DNA sequencing 

Resulting trends of this Shift (emergence) in Supply

• Much faster realization Innovation ->Production

• Connect anything to anything

• Infrastructure becomes non -strategic (

• ‘Small and Soft’ becomes more of a driver of innovation

• People value ‘trusted’ intelligence, especially collective 
Intelligence (more trusted?) than proprietary analytics

Consumerization

• Opportunities driven by crowds

• Massive adoption, low/no fees

• Good+Cool >> Superior+Stable

• Short Attention Span

•Greater source of innovation than the enterprise

• Increasingly influence corporate/enterprise use  (Instant 
messaging,, wikipedias , cell phones)

Rising Ancillary Influences

• Energy

• Security

• Healthcare

• Politics: increasing polarity (in US)

• Business Models changing

 Pay for Product  Pay for Service  Pay Nothing (Ad based)

• Millenials + iPhone + WII generation = Raising expectations of 
very innovative, integrated, yet modular/extensible solutions

• Social networks as a paradigm continues to influence (positively 
in that it drives innovation and collaboration, but negatively in 
that is drives increasingly isolation and separation of viewpoints)

• Virtual stuff continues rise in value to consumer (virtual 
communities, advisors, games…)

• Predictive and advisory solutions become smarter and rise in 
value perception to a population increasingly overwhelmed, 
even while fascinated, with greater choice

DemandSupply

Resulting trends of this Shift (emergence) in Demand expectations

Resulting trends of this Shift (emergence) in Supply

• Traditional IT competencies are insufficient
• New platforms and integration >> better than old 
•Infrastructure becomes non-strategic
• Funding models alter away from Capex to Opex
• Barriers to production fall dramatically
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Scenarios 

Visioneering
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Supply Demand

Methods

• Size: Device Minituarization
• Biology: Biotechnology
• Media: High definition everywhere
• Integration: super easy
• Energy: sizes & power (LEDs)

• Opportunities driven by crowds
• Massive adoption, low/no fees
• Social networks as a paradigm 

continues to influence

• Standardization
• Easy to enable broad acceptance
• Ability to recombine (integrate)
• VR gaming as standard UI option

The  resulting scenarios will also see the emergence of two very different models of delivery: 
1. The HOTROD, do it yourself model , where capabilities are available to pick and choose from, but with varying 

degrees of reliability and results.  Appeals to those who value uniqueness and the challenge of composing their 
own , and 

2. The CRADLE, where your needs are take care of and trust and simplicity is maximized.  Note that a user or 
business may employ both for different needs & wants.

•Ironman: The fully instrumented human that combines real-time body monitoring with backend ‘always on’ analysis
•Cocoon: Comprehensive senior citizen  support (wealth, health, family, friends) accessed via a tablet
•Castle: A free service and components that combine internet access, video management, and energy generation 
management.  Paid for by advertising and a cut of the savings generated by  energy management.

Technology

Scenarios

• Good+Cool >> Superior+Stable
• Short Attention Span
• Virtual stuff rises in value
• Predictive and advisory solutions 

become smarter and rise in value

 

 

The Ironman scenario   
If one were to envision an emerging area with high demand, reasonable probability, and sufficient challenge to make 

success valuable and defensible one might target the following.  Hopefully you are familiar with the Ironman comic book 

hero.   Rich inventor, formally an arms producer, decides to create the ultimate weapon.  He eventually crafts a suit that fits 

him, allows him to fly, makes him impervious to harm, and provides all the information he needs as he flys to his next 

mission. 

 

Let’s modify this only a little to see what might be possible in 10 years…or less with….   

- Sensors/Actuators: Any individual is able to apply small, band aid-like sensors to their body.  These sensors, either 

individually attached or in groups attached to sheer nylon-like material pullovers, can sense body metrics (heart 

rate, blood flow, oxygen level, joint stress, glucose levels, etc.) and also provide/actuate specialized input (heat, 

pressure, electrical impulse, or injection of fluids/drugs).   
- Compute Power: These sensors, which would of course require significant computer power to monitor their 

reading, assess situational context, and choose and control any appropriate feedback, are connected wirelessly to 

the grand internet, and to a virtually infinite compute capability located in remote utility data centers, and running 

a variety of small applications for each sensor, as well as overseer control applications that act on behalf of the 

whole person. 

- Consulting Advise: Given the nature of this lightweight ‘ironman’ capability and our desire to enable the mass 

population to use it, it is not surprising to expect that it would come with qualified advisors who help configure, 

tune, and adjust the ‘suit’ to the wearer.  This is more likely to be a combination of specialists and a primary suit 

‘care’ consultant. 

 

So what might happen with this scenario? 

 
- Sally is 35, generally fit, and uses the capability to train more effectively, her main advisor is her trainer, who is 

able to see all her data while she trains, (oxygen use, effective muscle % maximum, angle of deflection of joints, 

impact stress).  He may simply let her train and review the data later, or he may watch in real time…and give her 

instructions on subtle changes in technique…from his office half a continent away. 
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- Ben is 57.  He has Parkinsons disease.  While he awaits a more complete cure, he has had sensors embedded in his 

hands, which are the most affected.  They sense and respond to his tremors, and via a realtime computer analysis 

and control program that operates remarkably like the headphones that make noisy environments quiet, fire 

electrical signals that minutely, but effectively counteract the tremor and leave his hands calm and capable of fine 
motor control. 

- Ann is only 15 but has been diagnosed as being deficient in 6 of the critical immunoglobulins that fight infection.  

Rather than a weekly or monthly blood infusion, she has a very small packet of fluid whose contents are controlled 

by a sensor and of course, managed by the remote computer application.  Every day and every night, 24x7, the 

dissipation is monitored to provide the optimum dosage.  Of course since she is more susceptible than most people 

to infection, flu, or other sickness, other sensors located on her body provide real-time monitoring and send alerts 

and suspicious or concerning indicators. She even swallows a pill that has a sensor every morning, and as it travels 

thru her system, it communicates data that further gives her program, and ultimately, her advisor, an inside-out 

update of her internal state. 

 

This paradigm and these scenarios are very possible.  Yet they all also are not trivial to design and operate reliably and at 

scale.  This makes them good as ‘enterprise class problems’.  Complex to craft, critical to operate reliably and safely, 
subject to ongoing evolution, integration, and updating. 

 

The Cocoon scenario  
The Cocoon secenario is designed to iImprove the ability of Senior Citizens to manage their lives.  It does so by providing 

senior citizen support for the increasingly wide variety of information and connections they must deal with (wealth, health, 

family, friends).  The goal is to:  

 

 Simplify and reduce stress of managing increasingly complex information  

 Medical records 

 Insurance reimbursement 

 Retirement and Financial investments 

 Bills and other obligations 

 Assure their lives are ‘in order’ and ‘under control’ 
 Timeliness of payments (bills, insurance, mortgage…) 

 Remembering to take their medicines as prescribed 

 Enable trusted assistance to managing their information/interaction 

 Connect with those they want, easily 

 Enable children of Senior Citizens to easily keep tabs on and support their parents 

 Enable easy connection with friends around the country, for informal chat or game playing 

 

Today’s Senior life is very complex and growing more so every day with new technologies (cell phones, PCs, DVD, 

Netfliz, etc.), greater choices and risk/reward of financial choices (stocks, bonds, house valuation, globalization effects, 

etc.) and health (from the complexity of even very basic choices on health plans, to new techniques).  One other interesting 

aspect of senior like today is the never ending demands for regular interaction.  Where yesterdays seniors had paid for their 

house and lived alone quietly, today’s seniors have monthly obligations to pay the cable bill, ensure the reverse mortgage is 
still in effect, monitor their investments, remember to take their (beneficial, but increasing in variety) drugs. Finally, aging 

seniors will be more used to the social interaction of the Internet and desire this ability to connect with geographically 

friends and family, even while they become less patient and able to manage the complexity of ‘administering’ the capability 

(i.e. setup a web cam, click the right buttons to connect, determine what is wrong when it does not work, etc.) 

 

While many firms and products are coming to market to enable seniors, few really try and integrate the experience for their 

benefit and none provide a broad platform designed for extensibility and usability. 

 

The cocoon scenario envisions a solution set that anticipates this increasingly complex world and provides and integrated 

platform using: 

- A single ‘tablet’ or hand held device that is the appliance the Senior uses to connect with the services they are 
provided. 

- An extremely simple UI, but not unsophisticated.  Think more like a Virtual Reality Game than a traditional menu 

of click buttons.  This increasingly sophisticated Senior will expect it to be cool and fun even while intuitive and 

reliable.  
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- Back end services fully connected but completely transparent.  The Senior user does not want to see needless 

variation.  The value is in the capability.  I want to see my portfolio and ensure my bills are being paid, not learn 

Fidelity’s interface, which is different from my banks, which is different than my cable company, etc. 

- Video calling as easy as a phone.  Everyone has one address (probably a phone or email) that is used to call your 
friend for full video conference.  The hand tablet has both a camera embedded in it, and also a miniature projector 

(or wireless connection to a miniature projector in the house), so the called party is displayed in lifesize on the wall 

(or more likely in 5-10 years, a standalone hologram-like projection). 

 

 


